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Defense manufacturers that head blindly into uncharted territories are asking for peril.
The nation's shift to a peace-time economy is forcing many companies into a real battle for increased sales. Their defense conversion efforts
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may be a matter of new products, new markets, or both.

Turnaround

Some companies are finding new, peaceable applications for their military technology. Others remain committed to their product core. But all
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defense companies are in search of new markets.

Management Strategies

Corporate directors are expected to participate in the strategic planning process. If you are a director of a company seeking to find new markets
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for defense products, you are not only expected to participate in the planning process; you may be needed to lead it.
Even if the companies you serve as a director have not been affected by the defense conversion yet, they will be. Your first reaction to the
increased competition may be to advise management to look for new markets. But new markets bring new rules and new ways of doing
business, so look before you leap.

New Products
Determine if your company has products and skills that are transferable to new markets. This can be a challenge. Where can you sell a longrange bomber or a guided missile system? To a foreign power? Since foreign military sales are governed by the Pentagon, you probably don't
have many choices.
But the technology that was used to develop a given product may have specific applicability in other arenas. The company you serve may have
to change the look and feel of what it is offering, depending upon what the new customer needs. San Diego's XXsys Technologies, Inc., is
taking the ultrastrong materials it used to pump into B-2 bombers and is now putting them into bridges and roadways.

To move into a new market segment requires a different way of doing business— a fundamental change
in approach.

New Markets
The end of the cold war pulled regional economies from their roots and shook off what had been rich soil for easy growth. During the '80s,
defense contractors flourished with or without sound strategic planning skills. The government mandate to cut defense spending has forced
many contractors to develop such skills — A.S.A.P.
One-time missile manufacturers and former F-14 fabricators are looking for new markets and forcing sales-starved chief executives into new
territories without the proficiency to generate revenue once they get there.
Even larger companies have been hit hard. Connecticut's Pratt & Whitney division of United Technologies used to sell some 700 military jet
engines a year. This year, orders have dropped to around 50 engines.
Any significant drop in sales usually leads to a shake-up in employment. For example, in Maryland, Westinghouse Corp.'s electronics division
has reduced its work force by 40 percent in the past five years. In the height of the defense build up, Westinghouse employed more than 17,000
people in the region. Today, it employs less than 10,000 there.
These companies have been able to diversify their commercial base, but most businesses don't have a back-up plan just in case their major
customer walks away. Instead, Plan B often becomes a bootstrap effort to reach out to the "hot market of the month," typically a segment that
has been tapped out even as it soars in popularity.

Most boards will look to the wide-ranging and economically unrestrained commercial marketplace for
renew opportunities. But pitfalls await anxious CEO's and directors here, as well.

To move into a new market segment requires a different way of doing business — a fundamental change in approach. While a company may
be capable of making the shift from government contractor to commercial supplier, and from commercial supplier to international
manufacturer, its leaders will need to understand that customer motivation and timing differ in each marketplace.
Typically, you will find management steering a company into one of three major market categories. As you advise and assess strategy, here are
points to keep in mind. Here's a look at each major market segment:
Federal buyers are looking for commodity-based solutions. They are looking for value — the best products at the best prices. If your company's
marketing efforts are geared toward building relationships first, your competition will be out the door with the contract while your account
managers are still warming up to the procurement officer. In this market, management will have to price low to win bids now, then work to cut
costs or negotiate adjustments later.

On the other hand, commercial buyers look for cost-effective (typically fixed-price) solutions that operate within the complement of existing
investments.
In the international market, price and product are important, but the bottom line is who you know—not just what you are selling.

Government Contracting
Two different markets are open for opportunity within the government contracting sector: "set-asides" for qualified sellers (typically small ones),
versus competitive procurement opportunities for all sellers (typically large ones).
Government set-asides are programs targeted to small, and/or minority disadvantaged businesses. There are many such qualified sellers so
the key here is to get there first.
If management is targeting the government set-aside market, it will find a constantly churning market of entering and exiting players, all of
which are vying for contracts in the $10,000 to $10 million range. What you do is more important in this market than how you do it.
Larger federal procurement contracts are obtained through a lengthy and very competitive bid process. Competition is intense, and scattered
among the major aerospace and weapons companies, major suppliers, and established systems integrators. Additionally, there is a second
tier of competition brought on by subcontractors who are bundling services to win contracts and become part of larger teams.
Reputation is important when it comes to securing these federal contracts. So is top-to-bottom company support. Competitive bids require a
significant corporate commitment just to win the contract.
The low bidder is always the winner in the competitive government contracts market. But the low bidder may not always have the lowest price.
Today, contracts are going to the "lowest evaluated bidder," or the bidder who brings the most value for the price to the table. Lowest-evaluated
bidders have been beating out the lowest-priced bidders for some time now and are proving to be stiffer competitors. Plan for long lead times,
mountains of paperwork, and rock-bottom pricing in the somewhat flat new acquisitions market. Businesses go fishing for deals anywhere
from $5 million to $100-plus million to $1 billion in this market segment.

Commercial Market—Domestic
Most boards will look to the wide-ranging and economically unrestrained commercial marketplace for new opportunities. But pitfalls await
anxious CEO's and directors here, as well. With so many potential sellers, this is truly a "buyers market," subject to buyers' whims.
Management's industry knowledge is paramount here: the company's products and services must be easily defined and understood.

Good relationships — from service to smiles — mean everything in [the commercial] market.
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This market is responsive to relationships, increasing prospects and future stability for service-oriented companies. On the other hand, in this
market, unlike the government contracting market, buyers can be fickle. You may be providing exactly what a buyer needs, but that buyer may
suddenly decide he or she doesn't like your wristwatch. And if your competitors have similar, yet inferior products, they may still be gaining an
advantage if they have invited the buyer out on the golf course three out of the past four weekends.
Good relationships — from service to smiles — mean everything in this market.

Commercial Market — International
As more businesses wander outside the borders of their native countries, the international market will become increasingly more competitive.
Yet companies seeking to move from U.S. government buyers to commercial buyers in other countries won't find it any easier to navigate until
others make inroads. For better or worse, the inroads — and the competition — are there. Japan and countries in Europe have been doing
defense business internationally for years. U.S. defense businesses are relative newcomers to the international markets, but they are not the
only new kids on the block. There's increasing competition from Latin American and Eastern-bloc nations with low labor costs.
If relationships are "key" in the commercial market, in the international market they are "king" — sometimes literally. In the international market,
in fact, some relationships can be traced by bloodlines.
Whereas the U.S. welcomes foreign products, many countries limit imports. Both Ford and Honda have proven this point with their widely
scattered worldwide plants. Exclusionary tactics often range from burdensome import duties and competition-limiting treaties to competing
against local government subsidized bids. And don't be surprised to hear that the company you serve is paying "entry" fees all the way through
a power structure that includes distributors who may well be the King's (or President's or Commander-inChief's) nephews. As a director, you
will want to be well-versed in the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, including 1988 amendments, in monitoring these payments.
Foreign buyers are commercial in nature, yet they favor their own suppliers unless what they need can only be purchased abroad. And they may
only be outside their own borders for a short time seeking technology transfers, as many technologies are replicable.

Parting Advice
Here are some summary tips to keep in mind as you serve on the board of a defense manufacturer. Make sure management:
•knows the company's competitive strength's and weaknesses — how do the company's products and services compare to the
competition in terms of technology, design, and cost?
•respects the limits of the company's resources — it should build only one or two market niches at a time, not try to conquer the world.
•protects the market share it has already earned while it reaches out for new business. Markets neglected while reaching toward new
sales become prime targets for the competition.
Finally, as a director, be willing to throw all assumptions out the window. New markets bring new personalities, customs, and business
traditions to the table. Use your experience to help managers adapt.
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